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The sentence “… while, in the meantime, two armies fly in, represented with four swords and

bucklers, and then what hard heart will not receive it for a pitched field? “( Philip Sidney) is ……..

symbolic ironic allusive aphoristi

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

‘’the first sip of love is pleasant, the second perilous, the third pestilent.”  The underlined words in

the above excerpt are…..

assonance consonance rhyming alliteration

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

.” Crafty men condemn studies, simple men admire them, and wise men use them.” The above

statement is ……….............………….. by …………….................….. .

conceptual triad – Francis Bacon euphuism -John Donn

antithetical sentence - John Lyly unbalanced structure- Charles lamb

3-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The essay”………………………..” is a meditation written while Donn was seriously ill.

poor relation letters concerning toleration

a translation of Plutarch devotions upon emergent occasions

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

According to Thomas Hobbes, there are three principal causes of quarrel. They are …………

wine, women, gold conservation, delectation, status

competition, diffidence, glory reputation, pleasure, dominance

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Ruskin’s language is specially…………………………

austere rhapsodic syllogistic archaic

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What stylistic features belong to John Locke’ style?

long periodic sentences, plain, direct symmetric sentences, humorous, lucid

latinate, formal, indirect balanced sentence, dignified, virile

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

According to Samuel Johnson, “it is not easily imagined how much he excels accommodating his

sentiments to real life but by comparing him with other authors.

 John Bunyon William Shakespeare

Joseph Hall John Donne

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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which choice is not true about Charles Lamb:

his vocabulary is literary, ornate, and highly classical.

he belongs to romantic period.

he is a Romanticist.

his sentences are nonperiodic, balanced and antithetical.

9-

1.

2.

3.

4.

……………….. was a phrase originally invented by John Ruskin and “ …………..” is an instance of it.

personification –the moon smiled at her

overstatement – a world of gifts

periphrasis – carried into foreign climates their unconquerable hatred of oppression

pathetic fallacy – an angry spot of thunder

10-

1.

2.

3.

4.

dusky plumage”,  “grisly islands” , “ striped zebra” are instances of ……………

epithet consonance alliteration paradox

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

hyperbolical joy and outrageous sorrow” is an example of ……

aphorism antithesis metaphor ellipsis

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

John Lyly is mostly famous for his outstanding ............ style.

normative moralistic narrative euphuistic

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

” Ah, my Philautus, if the wasting of our money might not dehort us, yet the wounding of our

minds should deter us,”   what is dominant device used in this statement from Euphues.

apostrophe allusion antithesis personification

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The following sentence contains a rhetorical device called ………….

“histories make men wise; poets, witty; the mathematics, subtle; natural philosophy, deep

metonymy synecdoche ellipsis antithesis

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Empathy (a feeling-along-with the state of mind and emotion of another human being or 

nonhuman beings to whom we attribute human emotions) is the predominant figure of speech

in---

Euphues Of Studies

Leviathan The Stones of Venice

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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What is the importance of Gorboduc in "An Apology for Poetry"? It is a/n ..............

essay by Locke

poem by Donne

literary prose by Hobbes and Lock jointly

Renaissance tragedy by North and Sackville jointly

17-

1.

2.

3.

4.

According to your understanding from the text book, “leviathan” is also called what?

a rat a whale a rose a leaf

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"Another man may be sick too, and sick to death, and this affliction may lie in his bowels, as gold

in a mine, and be of no use to him; ..."

"Affliction" in the above John Donne's sentence must actually mean............

contention treasure suffering happiness

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

“The pleasures of sudden wonder are soon exhausted.” This sentence is an example of Samuel

Johnson’s............. .

literary nonsense pattern pessimistic attitude to art

aphoristic style aphoristic denial of artistic drama

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

“We laugh at deformed creatures, wherein certainly we cannot delight.” By this sentence Sir Philip

Sidney means...................

we laugh with delight

we delight with laughter

we deform things wherein laugh is certain

we may not necessarily delight while laughing

21-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which of the following statements about The Pilgrim’s Progress is Not true?

Popular with intellectuals and refined people only

A Biblical and prolix narrative

A homely simple novel

A symbolic and fanciful narrative

22-

1.

2.

3.

4.

“To spend too much time in studies is sloth” By the above statement Bacon should mean that to

study a lot is.........

beneficial advisable preferred waste of time

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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"We should do well to commiserate our mutual ignorance, and endeavor to remote it in all the

gentle and fair ways of information, ..." 

Commiserate in the above quoted sentence should mean ............

commit tell truth on

commentate express sympathy for

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

It is well and carefully assessed that John Donne's style of prose-writing is .........like his poetry.

vigorous greedy-basic referential folding

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"Lastly, if they will represent a history they must not, as Horace saith, begin ab ovo, but they must

come to the principal point of that one action which they will represent." What is the meaning of

"ab ovo"?

soon from the beginning

lastly quickly

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

If his wit be not apt to distinguish or find differences, let him study the ……………………..……; for they

are cymini sectores.” Bacon "Of Studies"

mathematics lawyers’ cases schoolmen rhetoric

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

According to Hobbes in “Leviathan”, during the time men live without a common power to keep

them all in awe, they are in that condition which is called……………………….

machination peace war diffidence

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Syllogistic, pedantic and austerity are some characteristics of ………………….'s style.

Thomas Hobbes Samuel Johnson John Donne John Ruskin

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

“He that tries to recommend him by select quotations will succeed like the pedant in Hierocles

who when he offered his house to sale, carried a brick in his pocket as a specimen”  What are the

dominant literary devices in this sentence?

simile and allusion metaphor and allusion

simile and personification simile and antithesis

30-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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